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How to win vocabulary test effectively

• Vocabulary words are tough to memorize at the last minute. 
Even if you don't have much time left, however, the right 
approach will go a long way. Here are many options for studying 
vocabulary in your native language or a foreign tongue.
•Memorize by writing or typing.
•Make connections between the words and definitions.
• Look for the words in sample sentences.
• Create new sentences.
• Test yourself with a list of vocabulary.
• Keep testing yourself.



Guessing Techniques on Vocabulary test

1. ห้ามท้อใจเห็นค ำศัพท์ที่ไม่คุ้นเคย ไม่เคยเห็น ค ำศัพท์ยำก หรือค ำศัพท์ยำวหลำยพยำงค์ 

2. ดปูริบทโดยรอบของค ำศัพท์นั้น ๆ เพื่อช่วยในกำรเดำควำมหมำย

3. สังเกตเครื่องหมำยต่ำง ๆ ในประโยค และกำรใช้ค ำสันธำน ค ำเชื่อมข้อควำมต่ำง ๆ ซึ่งอำจแสดง
ควำมขัดแย้งหรือคล้อยตำมกัน ควำมเป็นเหตุเป็นผลกัน กำรอธิบำยขยำยควำม กำรให้ควำมหมำย
หรือค ำจ ำกัดควำม ใชก้ำรซ้ ำค ำในประโยค

4. กำรใช้เครื่องหมำย ‘s ท่ีแสดงความเป็นเจา้ของ ซึง่ตอ้งแปลจากขา้งหลงัไปขา้งหนา้
5. สังเกตว่ำข้อควำมนั้นมีกำรตัวอักษรที่เป็นลักษณะพิเศษอะไรบ้ำงเช่น ตัวหนำ ตัวเอน  หรือขีดเส้นใต้

เป็นต้น 



Part 1-Vocabulary
Direction: Choose the best answer.

1.  An amount of money paid is called ……………… .

a.  payment

b.  service

c.  receipt

d.  resume



2.  ……….……. is something done for enjoyment,
especially an organized event.

a.  A presentation

b.  An activity

c.  An argument

d.  An experience



3. I always buy the same brand of toothpaste
just because of  ……………. 

a.  education

b.  section

c.  habit

d.  law



4.  A ……………… is a formal short written
description of your education, qualifications,
previous jobs which you send to an employer
when you are trying to get a job.   

a.  degree

b.  memo

c.  postcard

d.  resume



5.  Living in another country can be both an 

exciting………………..and a difficult experience.

a.  experience

b.  education

c.  criminal

d.  adventure



6.  In summer all the beaches are ……..………with
people.

a.  finished

b.  crowded

c.  satisfied

d.  guarded



7.  One hundred centimeters ……..………… one
meter.

a.  enjoys

b.  orders

c.  confirms

d.  equals



8.  After a long day of working, I was so ……………..
and went to bed much earlier.

a.  tired

b.  stupid|

c.  difficult

d.  strange



9.  A person who travels from place to place, often
living in a van or other vehicle and staying in a
hotel is called………………… .    

a.  a customer

b.  a traveler

c.  a mover 

d.  an employer



10.  For your safety I’ll show you how to ……………
your seat belt.

a.  weaken

b.  fasten

c.  brighten

d.  widen



11. …………………..with his father, Jack is taller.

a.  Compared

b.  Copied

c.  Decided

d.  Spoken



12. Australia, New Zealand, India and Thailand
are favorite ……………….destination.

a.  extensive

b.  backpacking

c.  influential

d.  confused



13. We …………….when we want to give attention
to someone or something in order to hear
them.

a.  type

b.  smile

c.  listen

d.  wait



14. While travelling to foreign countries, don’t

…………….. to bring your passport to prove

who you are.   

a.  lose

b.  forget

c.  warn

d.  remember



15. If there's anything you don't understand, I'll
be happy to…………….. .

a.  reserve 
b. Explain

c.  book

d.  offer



16. Brush your teeth regularly to ………………..
tooth decay.

a.  carry

b.  tidy

c.  loose

d.  avoid



17. What does a dentist do? 

a.  Treat people's teeth|

b.  Take care of animals’ health 

c.  Give advice to people about the law

d.  Serve customers in a modern coffee
shop 



18. They were arrested for…..……..…..in the pork
and chicken from neighboring countries.

a.  trafficking 

b.  producing

c.  helping

d.  powering



19. What do you call a person in charge of a trial
in a court and decides how a person who is

guilty of a crime should be punished?

a.  A police officer 

b.  A professor

c.  A judge

d.  A plumber



20. When someone is proved no guilty, he is
………………. .

a.  innocent

b.  attitude

c.  forcing

d.  firm



21.  What is a deposit?
a.  An idea, possible plan or action for other

people to consider. |
b.  Asking if someone would like to have

something or would like someone to do
something.

c.  Something needing great mental or physical
effort in order to be done successfully.

d.  A sum of money that you pay in advanced
when you make an agreement to pay for
or buy something.



22.  What do you call a person decided officially
in a court of law of doing illegal activities?

a.  A copywriter

b.  A passenger

c.  A criminal

d.  An educator



23. What do you call the rights that each person
has in a society, whatever their race, sex or

religion?

a.  Civil rights

b.  Copywrite

c.  Stereotype

d.  Influencer



24. She wanted to work for a bigger and more
………………newspaper.

a.  frustrating

b.  careful|

c.  related

d.  influential



25. The first thing to say in the ………………..is
your name and country you come from. 

a.  company

b.  handout

c.  greeting

d.  conversation



26. I don’t think the idea ………….…..his argument
very well.

a.  disagreed

b.  supported

c.  questioned

d.  respected



27. During the middle of his presentation, half
of the ….…………got up and left the room.

a.  factor

b.  introduction

c.  audience

d.  ideas



28. When someone get on very well, they …………… 

a.  like themselves very much

b.  enjoy spending time together and never
argue

c.  believe in the same thing and wish to be
successful

d.  feel less confident and do not pay
attention to anything else



29.  What time do you go to ………….. every day?

a.  workplace

b.  job

c.  office

d.  work



30. I’ve been so busy all week. I don’t want to do
anything at the weekend – I’ll just stay at

home and ………………….

a.  find a relax

b.  make a rest 

c.  take it easy 

d.  keep it good



31. Your father’s brother’s daughter is your
……………... .

a.  niece 

b.  cousin

c.  aunt

d.  sister



32. Ugh, this noise is giving me a…………….... .

a.  hurthead

b.  headache

c.  headpain

d.  headsick



33. I don’t like my job very much. I’m going to
………………and look for another one.

a.  resign

b.  retire

c.  finish

d.  fire



34. Her hair isn’t completely straight – it’s slightly
………………...

a.  curl

b.  wavy

c. cylindrical 

d.  bent



35. She’s a police officer, so she has to wear a
………….…at work.

a.  clothes

b.  dress

c.  police suit

d.  uniform



36. Every time I wear something white, I ………….
coffee or orange juice or something on it.

a.  drop

b.  pour

c.  spill

d.  let



37. I’ve got all the data. Now I just need to ………….
the answer.

a.  work out 

b.  hang out 

c.  make about

d.  count for



A:  Do you want a ….…(38)……. or a return ticket?
B:  Return, please. 

a.  lonely

b.  single

c.  inbound

d.  one-journey



A:  Jake, can you make a dinner………(39)………….at
the MBK restaurant for 6 o'clock?

B:  Sure, why not?

a.  reservation

b.  appointment 

c.  discussion

d.  meeting



A:  Is there a good sandy beach at Sam-Roi-Yord?

B:  I’m afraid not. The beach is ……(40)….there.

a.  clean and clear

b.  white and long

c.  soft and fine

d.  rough and rocky



A:  Have you got anything …(41)…… in this parcel?

B:  Oh, yeah. A package of wine glasses. Please be
careful!

a.  breakable

b.  regular

c.   thrilled

d.  challenging



A:  I’ve got to ……(42)……. eating too much!
B:  What’s the matter?  Are you gaining 
……(43)……..?
A:  I’ll say. Almost 2 kilos in two weeks.  

42. a.  Quit 43. a.  points 
b.  Start b.  signal
c.  Confirm c.  weight
d.  Return d.  feedback



A:  Oh, there was a lot of traffic jam this morning.

B:  If I were you, I’d leave earlier to avoid the
..……(44)………

a.  peak hour

b.  peak time

c.  rush hour 

d.  traffic time



A:  What size do you need: small, medium or 
……..(45)……..?

B:   Small, please.

a.  big

b.  huge

c.  giant 

d.  large 



A:  What does he do?

B:  He studies maths at a university. He’s a ….(46)….

a.  professor

b.  student

c.  studious

d.  stutter 



A:  Can you give me an example of your class
rules?

B:  Our teacher doesn’t ……(47)…..us use mobile
phones in class.

a.  let
b.  allow
c.  forbid
d.  assign



Taking care of one’s……...(48)..…..also leads to better
social life. The confidence that a person gains from
feeling healthy and in shape……(49)…….his or her
social and business relationships. Health-minded
people engage in a variety of physical ….(50)…have
increased their chances of ……(51)…….. people. For
example, many people make friends at the local
gym. ….…..(52)….…, someone who goes to the
beach frequently to play volleyball greatly increases
his or her…..(53)……. of meeting people. Since
people who pursue a healthy lifestyle will look and
feel better about….….(54)……., they are likely to
have fulfilling social lives.

48. a.  body  

b.  society

c.  health

d.  home

49. a.  improves

b.  projects

c.  annoys

d.  demands

50. a.  activities

b.  habits

c.  parties

d.  services



Taking care of one’s……...(48)..…..also leads to better
social life. The confidence that a person gains from
feeling healthy and in shape……(49)…….his or her
social and business relationships. Health-minded
people engage in a variety of physical ….(50)…have
increased their chances of ……(51)…….. people. For
example, many people make friends at the local
gym. ….…..(52)….…, someone who goes to the beach
frequently to play volleyball greatly increases his or
her…..(53)……. of meeting people. Since people who
pursue a healthy lifestyle will look and feel better
about….….(54)……., they are likely to have fulfilling
social lives.

51. a. quarrelling
b. meeting
c. fighting
d. following

52. a. On the
other hand

b. Similarly
c. Although
d. Because



Taking care of one’s...(48)...also leads to
better social life. The confidence that a
person gains from feeling healthy and in
shape…(49)….his or her social and business
relationships. Health-minded people engage
in a variety of physical ….(50)…have increased
their chances of …(51)….. people. For
example, many people make friends at the
local gym. ...(52)…, someone who goes to the
beach frequently to play volleyball greatly
increases his or her..(53)…. of meeting
people. Since people who pursue a healthy
lifestyle will look and feel better about
….(54)…, they are likely to have fulfilling social
lives.

53. a.  occupations
b. chances
c. advertisements
d. Accounts

54. a. ourselves
b. himself
c. themselves
d. yourselves



To wash your dog properly, you should …(55)…. 

several steps with utmost care. First, you should 

make sure that your dog knows nothing in 

advance of your plan to …(56)…. him. After 

quietly …(57)…. his tub of lukewarm water, you 

should plunge him into it tenderly but firmly. 

Then keep his….(58)… well above water and 

soap his whole body from neck to tail. Work the 

soap throughout his hair and skin .….(59)…..it 

lathers and saturates his body. After your pet is 

completely covered with soap, be sure to rinse 

him thoroughly. …(60)..…., as soon as possible, 

dry him.

55. a.  suggest

b.  allow

c.  wear

d.  Follow

56. a.  wash

b.  shock

c.  hurt

d.  damage



To wash your dog properly, you should …(55)…. 

several steps with utmost care. First, you should 

make sure that your dog knows nothing in 

advance of your plan to …(56)…. him. After 

quietly …(57)…. his tub of lukewarm water, you 

should plunge him into it tenderly but firmly. 

Then keep his….(58)… well above water and 

soap his whole body from neck to tail. Work the 

soap throughout his hair and skin .….(59)…..it 

lathers and saturates his body. After your pet is 

completely covered with soap, be sure to rinse 

him thoroughly. …(60)..…., as soon as possible, 

dry him.

57. a.  preparing

b.  showering

c.  swimming

d.  Gathering

58. a.  tail

b.  back

c.  head

d.  body



To wash your dog properly, you should …(55)…. 

several steps with utmost care. First, you should 

make sure that your dog knows nothing in 

advance of your plan to …(56)…. him. After 

quietly …(57)…. his tub of lukewarm water, you 

should plunge him into it tenderly but firmly. 

Then keep his….(58)… well above water and 

soap his whole body from neck to tail. Work the 

soap throughout his hair and skin .….(59)…..it 

lathers and saturates his body. After your pet is 

completely covered with soap, be sure to rinse 

him thoroughly. …(60)..…., as soon as possible, 

dry him.

59. a.  after

b.  until

c.  always

d.  between

60. a.  Lately|

b.  Finally

c.   Slowly

d.  Secondly




